
Use these notes as a guide for review, prompts for questions, or further study. They are designed to 
accompany and expand on my in-class presentations. If you find any typos or confusing explanations, 
please let me know, as these notes exist in a state of perpetual beta. 
       — David Tamés, http://kino-eye.com/contact/

What is light?
Light is electromagnetic radiation in a range of 
wavelengths visible to the human eye (about 400–700 
nm).1 We shape, cut, color, and modify light in order to 
enhance the emotional power of our work, to draw 
attention to particular aspects of the scene, evoke a specific 
time period and/or location, and so much more.

When we talk about lighting for video, we are concerned 
with a wide range of attributes. Intensity (e.g., how bright 
is it?), quality (e.g, is it soft or hard?), color (e.g. is it warm 
or cool?), and role (e.g. is it a key or fill?) are the most 
important to understand and terms you’ll use talking 
about lighting. 

• Quality: The quality of the light depends on the size 
of the source relative to the subject. We talk about 
hard, semi-hard, and soft light sources. Direct sun 
behaves like a point source, it is very hard, casting 
crisp shadows, with very little wrap around a face. 
On the other hand, a large window facing the 
northern sky without direct sunlight is a very large 
soft source, casting soft shadows 
and wrapping gently around a 
face. We can also think of 
quality in broader terms beyond 
hard/soft, for example: 
direct/indirect, sourcy/ambient, 
chiaroscuro/flat, strong/gentle, 
crisp/wrapping, 
focused/general, etc. The 
quality of light along with the 
contrast ratio are highly 
influential in setting the mood 
and atmosphere of a scene. 
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1 For a chart showing the spectrum of visible light in the context of the entire electromagnetic spectrum, see: “Electromagnetic Spectrum,” 
Lawrence Berkeley Lab, web page, http://www.lbl.gov/MicroWorlds/ALSTool/EMSpec/EMSpec2.html

Sunlight is a hard source, it behaves like a small point source, casting crisp shadows. 
In this example, light cloud cover is providing some diffusion of the sunlight.

Soft light: large source, gentle shadows (cloudy day)
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• Contrast ratio: The difference (in terms of 
intensity) between the brightest (white) and the 
darkest (black) portions of the image is called the 
contrast ratio. A low contrast scene has a low key 
to fill ratio, a high contrast scene has a high key to 
fill ratio, for example: 1:1 is flat lighting, without 
any definition, 2:1 is pretty standard for television 
studio lighting for news and talk shows. 3:1 or 4:1 
provides nice dimensionality to a scene, 5:1 or 6:1 
starts to become seriously dramatic (e.g. film 
noir). See discussion of key and fill below.

• Intensity: How bright is the light? Often we talk 
about this in relation to other lights, like when we 
are discussing contrast ratio. We often say things 
like, “the fill is two stops below the key,” which 
means that the fill has an intensity 25% of the 
key. Each “stop” is a halving or doubling of the 
intensity of the light.

• Direction: Where is the light coming from in 
relation to the lens/subject axis?  

• Beam pattern: What’s the shape of the beam and the shadow pattern?

• Beam size: How large of an area does the light cover? We most often talk about 
the beam size as either spot (a narrow beam) or 
flood (a broad, even beam).

• Distance: How far is the source from the 
subject? The closer it is, the greater the 
intensity. The farther away, the less the 
intensity. Light intensity falls following 
the inverse-square law (the light falls 
off proportionally to the inverse of the 
square of the distance), in other words, 
double the distance, and you have one 
fourth the intensity you had before. Cut 
the distance in half, and you have four times the intensity. In addition, 
light falls off even faster with a soft light which has a much broader beam and 
therefore more spread.

• Color: What color is the light? We also talk about the color temperature of light 
sources (the relative mix of blue, green, and red wavelengths). Not all white 
lights are perceived (or recorded on video) in the same manner.

• Type of instrument: What type of instrument is it in terms of design? Is it an 
open face instrument (with a bulb and reflector)? Or is it a Fresnel with a lens 
(more on that later)? Or is it a soft box (soft light)? Type can refer to either the 
design of the instrument or the actual source of illumination. 
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• Type of source: What kind of source is it? Natural? Artificial? Ambient light 
(a.k.a. existing light) is the light already present in a location, prior to any 
additional lighting which typically comes from lighting instruments. Incident 
light is light coming directly from a light source (lighting instrument, sky, sun, 
etc.). Reflected light is light from a light source after it has bounced off a surface 
(wall, reflector, flex-fill, etc.). 

• Role: What is the light doing for us creatively? How is it helping us shape the 
scene and create a particular mood? 

Mixing up terms
When referring to instruments, we often mix up the specific design of the unit (lens, of any, 
reflector, if any, etc. e.g. “open face,” “fresnel,” “soft box”) with the technology providing the 
source of illumination (e.g. “quartz-halogen,” “HMI,” “fluorescent,” “LED,” etc.), so expect some 
ambiguity when people use the phrase “type of instrument.” 

Often people will use compound terms 
(e.g. “Tungsten Fresnel,” “HMI soft 
bank,” etc.) in order to  to clarify what 
they mean, since both source of 
illumination and the design of the unit 
influence the quality of light it produces.

What is the role of each source?
We often talk about light sources in terms 
of their creative role, or purpose, or its 
effect on the subject and/or how it helps us 
create a mood or look. These terms are 
never exact, but they give us a general way 
to talk about what various sources are 
doing for us. On the right is an example of 
a lighting plot (showing the relative 
placement of each light 
source) with a 
corresponding frame from a 
video interview illustrating 
the four common roles: 
Key, Fill, Back, and 
Background. 

• Key. The key light is 
the primary light 
source illuminating the 
subject. It is not always 
the brightest light on 
the subject, but it is the 
source that provides 
shape and definition to our subject. If we have only one light source in a scene, it is easy to 
say, that’s the key. The key need not come from in front of the subject. We often talk about 

Reflector
 (Flex-Fill)

Back light
(Arri 300W
Fresnel)

Key Light
(Rifa-66)

Camera

Fill Light

Background light
(Arri 650W Fresnel)

Back light fitted with
R60 Blue Gel

Background light fitted
with Deep Blue Gel
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a side key or a side-back key. In a moving shot, the subject may move in and out of multiple 
key lights.

• Fill. The fill is whatever light balances the key light. While it is often placed opposite 
the key, it does not have to be. The contrast of a scene is usually determined by the 
relative ratio of key+fill and fill alone. The fill light need not be a lighting instrument, 
sometimes it is provided by the existing light in a scene or you can use a reflector (e.g. 
Flex-Fill, a flexible reflector that folds up into a small disk for transport and unfolds 
into a larger disk for use).

• Backlight. A backlight is any light that comes from behind the subject. If it 
comes from directly overheard, it is often called a toplight. It can add 
dimensionality, and at the same time, unless it is motivated, it can look 
artificial. Often you’ll use more than one backlight, for example, one might be 
focused on the subject’s hair, while another provides a rim around a shoulder. 

• Background. Lights that are used to illuminate the background are called background 
lights, not to be confused with backlights. Often you’ll make the background either 
lower in intensity or cooler in terms of color compared to the key to increase the 
sense of depth in the image.

• Kicker. A backlight that skims across the face (often called a ¾ backlight) is 
called a kicker. The term kicker may also used for any light that strikes a subject 
from the side and and back. A kicker is different from a backlight in that it 
bounces off the side of the subject. 

• Rim. A rim light is any light from the back and to the side that helps create 
definition. Often a rim is called a kicker if it is on a person’s face, and rim is used to 
describe the effect on an object. But the terms are imprecise at best and they are 
often intermixed.

• Eye light. Sometimes subjects have deep-set eye sockets that are hard to get light into. 
A small lighting instrument close to the camera is often used to resolve this problem. 
An “Obie” light is another term for an eye light, originating with Merle Oberon who 
always insisted on the perfect eye light. An Obie light may be any small lighting 
instrument attached to the camera directly over the lens. On camera lights can be 
good fills, but when they become the key it can make the overall image feel flat.

• Accent. Light used specifically to light an individual object (often to make it pop out 
from the rest of the background are often called accent lights. The term “special” is 
also used for lights that are focused on a specific object. You may also hear this 
referred to as a spotlight, though spotlight is usually reserved for the types of very 
bright spots used in theatre and performance lighting.

• Practical. Ordinary household lighting units that appear in the frame are called 
practicals.

• Ambient. Any light that naturally exists in the scene before lighting instruments are 
added is often referred to as ambient light. This may come from a window or 
overhead fluorescent fixtures.
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The overall quality of light is highly influential in setting the mood and atmosphere of a scene. 
Our example above is far more dramatic that the typical video interview. It is not about a specific 
formula of how to set the key, fill, and back lights, although formulas can be a good starting point 

to get a feel for things. But don’t stop there, experiment. These “roles” exist to help us talk about 
lighting, but they should not be considered a set of rules or list of essential elements. 

Three point lighting, the term we use to describe lighting based on a key, fill, and back light, is 
only as a starting point to be tweaked to get the effect you want, adding lights or taking away 
lights as you see fit is an important part of the creative process. And if you use four, or five, or 
even six instruments, you’re still probably thinking of each subject of object in the frame in terms 
of what’s their key, fill, and backlight. For all practical purposes you are using the principles of 
three-point lighting, the three refers more to the primary roles the units play, not the actual 
number of instruments you are using on the set.

Using the waveform 
monitor to 
determine proper 
exposure
Lighting and setting the 
right exposure go hand in 
hand. In the scene on the 
right we’ve achieved proper 
exposure by setting the iris 
in the video camera lens to 
f/5.6.  Why did we set the 
iris to this for this 
particular scene? 

Proper exposure is 
ultimately a creative 
decision, however, from a technical perspective, proper exposure usually means that a white card 
or white chip on a color chart reads between 90 and 100 IRE on the waveform monitor,2 while 
an 18% grey card3 or 18% grey chip on a color chart reads between 50 to 55 IRE. The black chip 
should read somewhere between 0 and 5 IRE (the black chip is not absolute black). With a low 
contrast image, our brightest highlights may never reach above 60 IRE, resulting in dull, grey 
highlights, and/or our blacks might not read close to or at 0 IRE but higher, resulting in dull, 
milky blacks. 

We can use an incident light meter to give us readings. What does it mean when the incident 
light meter4reads a particular f/stop? It means that we need to set the camera iris to that f/stop in 
order for middle gray to be reproduced at 50%. Setting “proper exposure” is the equivalent of 
placing an 18% grey card in the scene adjusting the aperture (and adding ND if needed, or 

 90%  18% ~ 0-5%
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2 A device that shows you the brightness levels of a scene on a video camera. It does not have a direct analog in a non-video camera (e.g. D-SLR). 
If your camera does not have a waveform monitor option, you can use the Zebras for determining where the highlights are, however, the waveform 
is a much more accurate picture of what the image looks like in terms of the tonal scale.

3 A.K.A. “middle grey”

4 It is tricky using a light meter with video because the E.I. (exposure index) on the meter does not have an exact relationship with the video 
camera, but it can be useful to use a meter for adjusting lights and then fine tuning the exposure using the waveform monitor on the video camera.



adding gain) in order to adjust the iris so that the 18% grey card reads 50% on the waveform. We 
can then adjust our lighting so that important bright highlights are under 100% and important 
shadow details are above 5% and anything that’s absolute black fall under 0%. For proper skin 
tones, we want to see lighter skin tones fall around 75%, with darker skin tones above 30% but as 
high as 60% depending on the actual skin 
color.

Note that in the waveform monitor display 
corresponding to this image we have 
significant portions of the scene “over-
exposed,” but is the scene itself over 
exposed? A very bright window will usually 
be left to “blow-out” because we are more 
interested in proper exposure of our 
subject’s face. Note the subject only appears 
as a faint ghost in the waveform. But we can 
see (and you get better at this with practice) 
the important portions of this scene lie in 
the mid-to high areas of the waveform 
monitor. When setting up a scene a quick look at the waveform on the camera will help you see if 
the exposure is in the ballpark. You want to make sure that important portions of the frame are 
not lost in excessive highlights nor in the deeper shadows.

What’s the contrast ratio of this scene? Since they key light exposure is f/5.6 and the fill exposure 
is f/2.8, that means the key light in this scene is four times brighter than the fill area. Recall that 
each full stop change in the lens aperture results in a two times increase or a cutting in half of the 
exposure, the full stop aperture steps are from large to small are:

 f/1.4    •    f/2    •     f/2.8     •     f/4     •     f/5.6    •    f/8    •    f/11   •    f/16    •    f/22 

If we take look at a frame that fills the frame with the color chart as shown above, we can see 
where the various greyscale chips fall along the 0 to 100 continuum on the waveform monitor, 
with “3” being white, “7” middle gray, and “9” black (which is usually above 0% since the chip 
itself is not absolute black, and where this fall has a lot to do with the master pedestal adjustment 
on the camera. The two chips on the upper left hand corner provide a reference for dark and light 
skin tones and you can see where they usually fall on the waveform (“1” and “4” above). 
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Gamma
The look of the scene is not only 
determined by exposure. The 
shape of the curve mapping the 
tonal range of the values read by 
the image sensor in the camera 
and the actual levels recorded in 
the video file can be adjusted and 
also has an effect on the look of 
the scene. The HPX170 and 
similar cameras offer a choice of 
“Normal Gamma” and variations 
of “Cine Gamma.”5 With cine 
gamma the camera favors more 
shadow detail at the expense of 
highlight detail. The curve on 
this page was calculated 
empirically by recording the 
video intensity (0 to 100) 
recorded as a result of shooting 
the grayscale chips on a Macbeth 
color chart with normal gamma 
and then with cine gamma to 
give you an idea of what’s going 
on. Visually the image feels lower in contrast with the shadows opened up quite a bit, but with 
much less tolerance for over exposure. Change in gamma does not change the dynamic range of 
the camera, it only changes the same of the gamma curve. If you open up the shadows, you have 
to make some kind of sacrifice. That’s why it’s better to stick with video gamma starting out, 
however, if you want the film look and you can set exposure being careful not to overexpose the 
highlight areas, then cine gamma will  produce a softer “film like” image extended shadow detail 
and slightly darker 
mid-tones relative to 
the highlights. 

Color
Light from the sun is 
actually a mix of 
colors. When sunlight 
light passes through a 
prism, the various 
wavelengths are bent 
by different amounts, 
and thus a rainbow is 
formed. Isaac Newton proved in one of his most famous experiments that white light consisted of 
a mix of various different wavelengths of light. He did this by putting a second inverted prism 
following the first prism into the mix and the rainbow reverted back into a stream of white light. 
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But that was not the interesting part, he also proved 
that once you had isolated one of the seven chromatic 
primaries, you could not break it down any further.

Perception of color and color systems
What follows is an inaccurate fiction, in actuality 
things are way more complicated. We have two types 
of receptors in our eyes: rods and cones.Rods are 
sensitive to light, they help us see lines, shapes, texture, 
edges, but don’t differentiate between different 
wavelengths, or colors. Cones, on the other hand, come 
in three variations, each sensitive to a different range of 
wavelengths and thus help us perceive color. “Blue” 
cones have peak sensitivity around the short 
wavelengths, “green” cones have peak sensitivity around the mid-range wavelengths, and “red” 
cones have peak sensitivity around the long wavelengths (see chart on the right).

Additive color system
Given that our color receptors have peak sensitivities in the blue, green and red range, any color 
that the human eye can detect can be 
created with a mix of pure blue, green, 
and red light. Digital imaging systems 
are modeled after this. These colors form 
the additive color primaries. If we mix 
the right amount of red, green, and blue 
light, we’ll see white (in the illustration 
to the right we depict what you’d see if 
you projected spotlights of different 
colors onto a white wall in a dark room). 
All colors that are combinations of two 
primaries are known as secondary (or 
complimentary) colors: 

•  Red + Green = Yellow 

•  Blue + Green = Cyan

•  Red + Blue = Magenta

Mixing the secondary colors gets you back to the primaries: 

• Yellow + Magenta = Red

• Cyan + Yellow = Green

• Magenta + Cyan = Blue

 And mixing a primary with its corresponding secondary gets you back to white:
• Red + Cyan = White

• Green + Magenta = White

• Blue + Yellow = White

You will come across this when you’re color correcting video. The color wheel below shows the 
primaries in relation to the secondary colors. In the middle is neutral white, as we move towards 
any of the colors along the edge of the wheel, we’re increasing the amount of that color, while at 
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the same time subtracting the color on the opposite side of the wheel. Which brings us to the 
subtractive color system.

Subtractive color system
We can look at color mixing from the 
perspective of starting with white light, 
and subtracting colors (using gels or 
filters). When we look at the color of 
light from this perspective, the 
complimentary colors are known as the 
subtractive primaries. Illustrated on the 
right is what you would see if we placed 
various colored gels on a white light table
. Thus,

• Yellow (Red + Green) = White - Blue

• Cyan (Green + Blue) = White - Red

• Magenta (Red + Blue) = White - Green

And note that:

• Cyan + Red = neutral density

• Magenta + Green = neutral density

• Yellow + Blue = neutral density

So if a light source is too blue, we can take some blue 
out using a yellow gel. If a fluorescent light fixture 
appears too green, we can use some magenta gel around the tube. Gels are available in a wide 
range of colors for controlling the color of lights. We’ll revisit this when we talk about color 
temperature. 

Making color adjustments in Adobe Premiere
Note the relationship of these color models and the color wheel you’ll find when your color 
correcting (a.k.a. color grading) in Adobe Premiere Pro. As you add a particular color, it has the 
same effect as subtracting its compliment. As you subtract a particular color, it has the same effect 
as adding its compliment.

Lighting instruments
A range of lighting instrument are commonly used in video production. The predominant types 
in use include Fresnel, Open Face, and Soft Lights. 

Fresnels
These are lighting instrument with a special glass lens with circular 
scalloped ridges on its outer surface that produces a focused beam of 
light with the quality of sunlight. Fresnel instruments have a control 
knob on the back that allows you to adjust the beam of light from flood 
to spot. Fresnels provide the most even bean and crispest cuts when set 
to flood. Metal scrims can be slid behind the barn doors for reducing the 
intensity of instrument (double/red: 1 stop, single/green: ½ stop). Barn doors on Fresnel 
instruments are much more effective than barn doors on open face instruments.  While many 
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Fresnel instruments in use today use Quartz Halogen (incandescent) technology as the light 
source, there are some LED instruments on the market. As costs drop for high intensity LEDs, 
you’ll see more LED instruments in use. You can see some LED Fresnels in action in Media 
Studio A and B.

These are widely used as background and back 
lights, and for key and fill with diffusion placed 
over them to soften the beam. Examples include 
the 650W, 300W, and 150W Arri Fresnels. 

Open face instruments 
Open face units consist of a quartz-halogen bulb 
and a reflector. Sometimes these units will 
includes a flood/spot adjustment (e.g. Lowel Omni-Light or Lowel Pro-light), other times not 
(e.g. Lowel Tota-light). Illustrated here is the Lowel Tota-light (left) and the Lowel Omni-light 
(right).

The Tota-light makes a nice soft key or fill light when used with the umbrella accessory (it slides 
into the accessory holder on the  unit itself). The Omni-light also 

makes a good key or fill when fitted with some diffusion or bounced 
off a reflective surface. They are also good as a general broad 

background light. 

Warning: Wait for lights to cool before moving them, when tungsten 
filaments are hot they are very fragile.

 The Omni has an adjustable reflector, it can be set for smooth 
and even light, or adjusted to produce a very spotty bean with 
a hot spot in the middle.  Both the Omni and the Tota can be 
pointed at the ceiling to raise the ambient (base) light level of a 

room. Lowel lighting kits with Omni and Tota lights, umbrellas, gel-frames, 
and stands are available for check out from the Media Studio. 

Warning: Never operate incandescent open-face lights without the protective screen. The Quartz glass can 
shatter and the screen is a very important safety device, however, clamp lights (which use ordinary light bulbs) 
are not as dangerous, however, they should still be used with caution and kept away from people’s faces. Wait for 
lights to before moving them, when tungsten filaments are hot they are very fragile.

Soft lights 
A Tota-light, when combined with the umbrella accessory, 
becomes a soft light (recall a soft source is one that is large 
relative to the subject, the umbrella helps to increase the size of 
the light from the Tota-light). Also popular are soft boxes like 
the Lowel Rifa-light (shown on the right), which consists of a 
halogen lamp in a “box” with reflective material on the inside 
and a large, square piece of diffusion in the front, effectively 
increasing the size of the light source and casting a soft light 
with a gentle wrap.  

The Lowel Rifa provides a good soft source for interviews. If 
you don’t have access to a Rifa and need a soft source, use the 
Tota-light with the umbrella (which is smaller and more 
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portable). But it is good to know about the Rifa, which is very hand and portable, 
as it folds up like an umbrella for transport. I keep one of these in my lighting travel 
kit, always ready to shoot with a nice soft key light. 

You will find that most lighting instruments using LED technology fall in the 
soft light category, however, there are some LED fresnel instruments 

available. 

Ellipsoidal
Ellipsoidal instruments are similar to projectors, they have a lens and shutter 

system that produces a very crisp beam (with the edges controlled by the built-in 
shutters) and accept slide-in gobos in order to project patterns (e.g. ETC Source IV). You will 
find ellipsoidal units on the lighting grid in the Media Studio stage, but we’ll not be working with 
them in this class.

Reflectors
A lighting tool need not produce it’s own light, we often use 
devices to reflect light, which may come from an instrument or the 
sun. We often use flex-fills to help fill in shadows when shooting 
outdoors. Flex fills usually have a white side and a shiny of dull 
silver on the other side. Some are available with gold instead of 
silver providing a warner fill light or highlight. These can be twisted 
and folded for easier transportation, and then untwist, becoming 
larger when needed. In addition to flex-fills, we sometimes use bounce board (foam core) and 
umbrellas to create soft light from hard sources. 

Illumination technologies
There are various ways of producing light, each technology has it is own unique set of 
characteristics, which have an effect on how we use them creatively. You are likely to come across 
incandescent, halogen, fluorescent, and LED technology in and around the Media Studio.

Incandescent
Incandescent refers to lamps using ordinary light bulbs or to the light bulbs themselves. 
Incandescent bulbs are made with a filament of coiled tungsten wire in a glass bulb (filled with 
nitrogen or argon gas). When electric current passes through the 
filament, it glows (becoming incandescent, thus the name), emitting 
heat and light. The color temperature of incandescent bulbs is between 
2700K to 2800K. The clamp lights available from your friendly 
neighborhood hardware store can be fitted with standard incandescent 
bulbs. The disadvantage of incandescent bulbs is they produce a lot of 
heat and are not energy efficient, on the other hand, their advantages 
are that you can easily dim them with a dimmer and they are 
inexpensive to purchase.

Halogen
Halogen bulbs (a.k.a. Quartz Halogen or simply Quartz) are made with a quartz glass envelope 
filled with an inert gas mixed with a small amount of halogen (e.g. iodine or bromine). The 
halogen prevents darkening of the bulb by redepositing tungsten from the inside of the bulb back 
onto the filament. The filament burns at a higher temperature than a standard bulb which gives 
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the light of a higher color temperature of 3200K. Another 
advantage is their smaller size, which makes it easier to design 

lighting instruments.  These lamps are available in both single 
ended (used in the Omni-light) and double ended (used in the Tota-light) 
configurations.  Wait for halogen units to cool before moving them, when the 
filaments are hot they are very fragile. If you do need to move the light while it is 

on, use extreme care to move it slowly and gently.

Spare Lamps are critical to have on hand to keep your lighting instruments 
functioning. Safety precaution: Never touch a halogen bulb with your bare hands, the 

oil from your fingers can damage them, causing them to shatter. Never use open face 
halogen lighting fixtures without a safety screen. If a bulb burns out, ask the Media Studio  staff 
to replace the lamp (and show you how it is done) if you are unsure how to do it properly.

LED
Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) are semiconductor 
devices that are very efficient at converting electricity 
into light, with very little heat dissipation when 
compared to incandescent and quartz halogen lamps. 

Their cost is dropping rapidly and LED units can be 
found in a wide range of configurations including daylight or tungsten 
balanced grids, color changing units, and even Fresnels. Their high 
intensity output relative to their low energy requirement makes them 
easy to run with batteries. 

The Litepanels Astra 1x1 Bi-Color LED Panel (on right) is among the 
lighting units available for check-out from the the 
Media Studio. It provides a powerful, semi-soft light 
with variable tungsten to daylight color balance and has a high CRI for 
accurate color rendition. It can be powered from AC mains with an adapter or 
with a battery.

The Comer 10-LED on-camera light (on left) is among the units available for 
check-out from the the Media Studio. It can easily be powered by a small 

battery for portable operation, ideal for on the run documentary work.

Fluorescent 
Instruments utilizing fluorescent lamps are more efficient than 
tungsten lighting, but are more complicated and heavier due to 
their requirement to work with a ballast. Fluorescent units can be 
fitted with either tungsten or daylight balanced tubes providing soft 
light and very little heat. The Diva-Lite from Kino Flo is a 
widely-used fluorescent unit for lighting interviews and dramatic 
scenes.

HMI 
HMI instruments are high-tech 
daylight balanced instruments, that require the use of a special ballast, 
making them bulkier, but they very bright and efficient, though more 
expensive. Small HMI units (e.g. Kobold 575W HMI) using 
powerful batteries are often called “sun guns” and are used when 
daylight balanced key or fill light is needed when shooting outdoors. 
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Tools of the trade
In addition to lighting instruments, light stands, and extension cords, there are quite a few tools 
of the trade and expendables you will come across during a studio or location shoot. Here are 
some items commonly found on professional sets.

Flex fills are portable 
reflectors that twist into 
a compact shape and 
expand when needed. 
They come in several 
sizes and variations in 
terms of surface material.  
Matte white on one side 
and matte silver on the reverse side is a 
versatile combination, giving you a choice of 

how intense the reflected light 
will be. Flex fills are very 

handy for creating fill light 
when shooting outdoors 
on a sunny day to reduce 
the contrast ratio on a 

person’s face. They can be 
used hand-held or mounted 

on a stand with a flex-fill holder 
that attaches to a baby pin. If you 

are traveling light and only want to carry 
one piece of lighting gear, this should be 

it. 

Sand bags (a.k.a. beach) are used to stabilize 
light stand or C-Stands by making it a lot 
harder to tip them over. An important safety 
consideration, especially when 
using larger lighting 
instruments. They have a 
handle and a built-in fold 
which makes it easier to 
get them to drape over the 
legs of stands. When using a sand bag with a 
C-Stand, put the bag on the leg that is highest 
from the ground and opposite the weight on 
the gobo arm. Sandbags are available in 
various weights, typically 25 or 35 lbs. Smaller 
bags with lead shot instead of sand are 
referred to as Shot Bags.

C-Stands are widely-used, multi-purpose, 
heavy duty stands that most often are 
configured with a grip head and an extension 
arm with a grip head on the end of the art. 

This contraption is used for holding flags, 
silks, and nets, can be used for booming 
smaller lights (by placing a baby pin in the 
grip head), and are also used for holding up a 
backdrop, and many other things too. Their 
unique leg design allows for nesting several 
stands within a very 
small space. The 
grip head found on 
the stand and at the 
end of the gobo arm 
is designed to hold 
three different pin 
sizes.

Gobo arms consist 
of an arm with a 
grip head attached 
to the end and a 

second grip 
head that is 

used to attach 
the arm to any 
support device 

with a a baby pin. Gobo arms are 
usually found attached to a C-stand, 
however, they can be used in many 
other configurations. 

Grip heads mount on top of a stand 
or at the end of a gobo arm in order 

to attach flags, cutters, 
etc. If you mount a 
baby pin in a grip head, 
you can then mount a 
small light on the end 
of a gobo arm. The grip head found 
on the end of a gobo arm is attached to the 
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arm without a knob as 
pictured here.

Flags (a.k.a. solids) are 
rectangular metal frames 
with a mounting pin 
covered with Duvetyne 
used to block light and 
casting shadows on the set. 
Flags come in a wide rage of 

sizes and attach to a grip head. Small flags are 
referred to as Dots (round) or Fingers 
(rectangles). See silks, nets.

Cutter describes a large or odd shaped flags 
used to “cut” the light from a particular areas 
of the set. Flags larger than 30-in. x 36-in. as 
well as odd shaped flags e.g. 12-in. x 42 -in. or 
18 -in. x 48 -in. are usually called cutters 
instead of flags, but terminological variations 
exist. See flags.

Nets are used for reducing the intensity of 
light. They consist of a 3-sided metal frame 
holding fabric scrim material. Available in 
single (green edge) and double (red edge) 
variations, cutting light by 
1/2 stop and 1 stop 
respectively.  Nets come 
in a wide rage of sizes 
(in the same options 
as flags) and attach 
to a grip head. See 
silks, flags.

Silks use the same 
metal frame as 
nets, however, they 
are made with diffusion 
material and do a nice job of turning a hard 
light source into a soft light source. Silks come 
in a wide rage of sizes and attach to a grip 
head. See flags, nets.

Cucoloris (a.k.a. cookie) is 
the term used to describe 
any of a variety of 
contraptions used to create 
shadow patterns. Standard 
models are made from 
plywood or poster board 
with random shapes cut out. A 

soft cookie is made from plastic. The best 
cookies are custom made from a wide variety 
of objects including tree branches (among my 
favorite). Practically anything you place 
between a hard light light and a subject or 
background can be used as a cookie or gobo 
(something that goes between the light and a 
surface).

Grip clips are spring-loaded 
metal clips that come in a 
variety of sizes and are 
used for attaching sound 
blankets to C-Stands, attaching two 
flags together, etc.

Baby pin refers to the small 5/8-in. pins 
found on smaller lights and mounting 
hardware designed to fit into a standard 
5/8-in. receiver. This is the pin you’ll 
find on the end of smaller light 
stands. In order to mount a small 
light on a gobo arm, you can attach a 
baby pin to the grip head. The pin gets 
it’s name from “Baby,” the slang for a 1K 
Fresnel instrument, a widely used fixture in 
studio lighting before the advent of LED and 
fluorescent technology.

Junior pin refers to 1-1/8-in. pins used for 
mounting larger lights designed to fit into 
standard 1-1/8-in. receivers. The pin gets its 
name from “Junior,” the slang for a 2K 
Fresnel instrument, a widely used fixture in 
studio lighting before the advent of LED and 
fluorescent technology. You will encounter 
junior pins in the studio, but all of the lights 
you’ll encounter in portable lighting kits are 
designed to mount on baby pins.

Baby plates are used for mounting 
smaller light fixtures that have a Baby 
(5/8-in.) receiver to a flat surface. 
They can be screwed into a 
surface or clamped in place with a 
C-clamp, or gaffer taped if the fixture being 
used is lightweight.
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Apple boxes are 
wooden boxes used 
to raise things on 
the set or in the 
studio, e.g. a piece 
of furniture or a 
person (i.e. make a 
short person taller). 
Apple boxes are 
available in several sizes: full (8-in. high), half 
(4-in. high), quarter (2-in.. high) and eighth 
(1-in. high, a.k.a. pancake).

Mafer clamps (a.k.a. Photo 
Clamp) combine one flat and 
one v-notched in their 
padded jaw. Used to attach 
fixtures and equipment to pipes and a variety 
of irregular objects. They accept a baby pin 
from which you can attach a small light or 
other piece of equipment.

Butterfly frames are large aluminum frames 
designed to hold various fabrics for 
controlling light, usually used 
outdoors.

Flex arms are extension arms with 
several lockable ball 
joints for mounting 
Dots, Fingers, 
Scrims, and very 

small lights. The joints enable precise 
adjustment and placement. Often 
attached to a mafer clamp. Also 

refers to flexible arms without 
joints that are one continuous 
flexible arm.

AutoPoles are adjustable 
lighting poles that can be 

mounted floor to ceiling 
(vertical) or wall to wall 
(horizontal) in order to 

support lighting and grip 
equipment.

Cube taps6 have one male Edison plug and 
three Edison receptacles, making it easy to run 
power to multiple lights from one extension 
cord (though be careful not to exceed the 
current rating of the primary extension cord 
and the circuit it is plugged into).

Black Wrap is aluminum foil painted with 
black paint used to 
reduce light spill from 
lighting instruments 
or creating custom 
cookies, dots, fingers, 
snoots, etc. and ideal for use close to hot 
lights. 

Sound blankets are usually used as sound 
insulation or to dampen the sound in a space 
placed on a hard floor on on a wall. They are 
similar to moving blankets except they have 
eyelets to facilitate hanging them. Sound 
blankets are also used to eliminate unwanted 
light coming from windows or doorways, with 
the added benefit of sound insulation.

Gel packs (a.k.a. jelly rolls) 
are used for storing 
and organizing 
sheets of gels and 
diffusion. They roll 
up and are fastened with 
a velcro strap for compact 
storage.

An 18% Gray Card is a useful 
tool for exposure determination 
and testing. Good exposure is 
often defined as the exposure 
required to reproduce an 18% gray card in the 
scene as 50 to 55 IREs in the video signal. 
When placed at the head of a shot, they can 
be later used as a neutral reference when color 
grading, particularly valuable when very 
accurate color reproduction is required.

Macbeth Color Charts are 
used as a standard color 
reference for testing and 
calibration and a handy 
tool for experimenting with 
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both exposure and color reproduction. The 
chart also contains a six chip gray scale. The 
color chips are specially formulated to provide 
an accurate and repeatable color reference.

Light Meters are handy for 
setting up lighting without 
having to constantly look at the 
monitor. While the correlation 
between Exposure Index (E.I.) 
and video camera sensitivity is 
not linear, an approximate E.I. 
can be determined 
experimentally for your video 
camera (using the 18% gray card as a 
reference) and then you can use the light 
meter for setting up lights (though the 
waveform is always the ultimate exposure 
determination tool). For example, if you want 
to set up a 2:1 lighting ratio, you would make 
sure that the Key and Fill reads 1 stop greater 
than the Fill alone. 

Scrims are placed behind 
the barn doors of lighting 
instruments designed to 
accept them to reduce 
their intensity. They come 
in four variations: Single or Double (1/2 or 1 
full stop of reduction) and Full or Half (only 
reduces the intensity of half of the beam area, 
e.g. when you want to even out a light falling 
on a surface at an angle). 

A Multi-Purpose Tool (a.k.a. 
Leatherman, a popular 
brand) is a handy gadget to 
keep with you in the event you 
need access to a screwdriver, knife, 
pliers, file, etc., thus saving you a 
trip to the tool box.

A Tool Kit with a variety of tools is essential 
for assembling, adjusting, and fixing things. 

Gloves protect hands 
from hot lighting 
instruments and are also 
handy to protect your 
hands when moving a lot 
of gear from here to there. Leather gloves 
provide more insulation that most cloth 

gloves. You will find a pair in light kits you 
check out from the Media Studio.

A First-Aid Kit is essential to have on hand 
given there are so many ways someone may 
receive a minor injury while working with 
lighting and grip equipment.

Flashlights are essential to have on hand since 
sets can often be dark.

Circuit Testers are handy when 
troubleshooting to determine if a circuit is hot 
or not.

Extension Cords (a.k.a. stingers) are always in 
demand and it’s essential to have extras on 
hand, since you never know when you’re 
going to move a light. Don’t forget to pair 
then with cube taps. Sometimes called 
“Edison” on a set to differentiate from other 
types of cables (household outlets have 
“Edison” sockets).

Soft boxes (a.k.a. Chimera 
Lightbank, or simply Chimera, a 
brand name) attach to lights 
turning a hard light source into a 
source of soft, controlled light. 
When taken apart they are very 
compact, and very large when 
assembled. The larger the soft 
box, the softer the light they 
produce.

Expendables
Expendables refers to the consumable items 
you can expect to purchase for every shoot.

Gaffer tape is (usually 2-in.) 
cloth tape with a special 
adhesive designed to stick to 
itself very well, but not so well 
to other things. Avoid using 
duct tape, it’s too sticky and leaves behind a 
mess. For use on the set, professional grade 
gaffer tape is recommended. When used on 
painted surfaces, if you peel it off carefully, 
with the force parallel to the wall (rather than 
pulling or yanking it away from the wall), it 
will (in most cases) not remove the paint from 
the wall, but there is never a guarantee. For 
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use around hot lights, use black paper tape 
instead, as the adhesive becomes a mess when 
heated. 

Camera tape is what some people call 1-in. 
wide gaffer tape, since it was commonly used 
for taping film cans. See gaffer tape.

Spike tape is the term commonly used to 
describe 1/2-in. gaffer tape, since it’s usually 
used for spiking positions on the set. See 
gaffer tape.

Black paper tape, typically 1-in. or 2-in. wide 
is used for a variety of tasks especially those in 
which the tape might come in contact with 
hot metal parts close to quartz and HMI 
lights since the adhesive will not make a mess 
the way gaffer tape will.

Gels are used for changing the color of light 
or diffusing light. They are available in 21-in. 
x24-in. sheets or  4-ft. x 25-ft. rolls. Available 
in a very wide range of colors and types of 
diffusion.  CTO (Color Temperature Orange) 
and CTB (Color Temperature Blue) gels are 
used for color balancing. Colored gels—other 
than those used for color correction—are 

called “theatricals.” Diffusion is used to spread 
the beam (and thus soften) lights. Large gels 
are usually held in place with a frame, with 
smaller lights they are usually attached to the 
barn doors using C-47s.

Visqueen (often misspelled as visquine) refers 
to polyethylene plastic sheeting (in spite of it 

being a brand name) usually with a thickness 
between 4 to 10 mils (0.1 to 0.25 mm) and 
available as clear, opaque, or black. It has 
many uses on the set including protecting gear 
from rain, protecting floors from the crew and 
equipment, and more.

Duvetyne is black, flame-retardant,7  cotton 
fabric used to make Flags, Cutters, and 
Butterflies. It can also be used “off the roll” as 
needed to mask off 
windows, objects, or reduce 
light reflecting off objects.

Clothes pins (a.k.a. C-47s) 
made of hardwood are used on t
he set to attach gels to barn doors 
and other similar tasks. You will 
find plenty of these on hand in the 
Media Studio.

Foam core is a sandwich of two pieces of 
cardboard (usually white) with a foam middle 
often used as a reflective surface in order to 
turn a hard light source into a soft source.

Show cards are sheets of cardboard available 
in a range of surfaces (including white, gray, 
black, matte silver, shiny silver, matte gold 
shiny gold) used as a reflective surface or to 
block light.

Trick line is #4 cotton rope used in film/video 
production as safety cables on lights, cable 
ties, ties for sound blankets, butterflies, 
overheads, and silks, as well as many other 
uses.

Electrical tape has many uses including the 
repair of damaged extension cords (which you 
should not attempt on your own unless 
trained).
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Color temperature 
Color temperature is a standard 
for measuring the characteristics 
of light sources that emit light in 
the yellow-orange to blue-white 
range. It is measured in degrees 
Kelvin based on the color given 
off by a theoretical black body 
radiator, a fancy term for a 
theoretical version of the filament 
you’ll find in an incandescent 
bulb for all intents and purposes. 
As this theoretical filament glows 
hotter and hotter, the color given 
off goes from red to orange to 
yellow to blue (see chart for the 
color temperature of various 
natural and artificial light 
sources). 

Some light sources are rich in the 
blue end of the spectrum, but 
deficient in the reds (sky light), 
while others are rich in the red 
end, but deficient in the blue 
(incandescent household lamps). 
While our eyes can compensate for 
these differences, video cameras can’t. Therefore, without adjustment, cameras will reproduce 
daylight as too blue and indoor lights as too orange. 

When we white balance a camera (by pointing the camera at a white card and “setting white 
balance”), we are telling the camera that the particular balance of red, green, and blue light falling 
on the white card should be considered its reference point for white. This white card may have 
light falling on it in the range of 1,800K if we’re shooting by candle light, 3,200K if we’re 
shooting with halogen lamps, or 5,800K if we’re shooting outdoors at noon. We usually write 
color temperature without the degree symbol followed by K for degrees Kelvin.

If we don’t set the white balance properly, we’ll often have exaggerated blue or yellow in our 
image. The chart on this page shows the color temperature of common artificial and natural color 

Outdoor shadows are
predominantly sky light,
therefore very blue.

Interior tungsten lighting is
very yellow compared to
daylight.

Sunsets are very warm
compared to skylight.

Color Temperature

! Light is a narrow band of the electromagnetic spectrum (from 380
to 760 nm) that the human eye can detect. The color of a light
source is determined by the relative intensities of the various
wavelengths that make up the light source. Every light source has
a balance of wavelengths, this balance is known as the spectral
response.
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light sources. Take a look and think about what you see in the three images above in terms of 
color temperatures. Note that:

The plaza in the image on the left appears very blue, even though the white balance of the camera 
was set to daylight, this is because the plaza is being lit entirely by sky light, which is much bluer 
than direct sunlight. The color of the buildings in the upper left of the image appear normal, 
since they are being lit by direct sunlight. The shadows are very cool in terms of color (blue), but 
hotter in terms of the the color temperature scale (just to keep things confusing).

The car museum interior in the image in the middle shows a mix of sky light shining through the 
skylight, which appears almost white, in contrast to the cars below lit by incandescent lights, 
which are much warmer. They are warmer in term of color, but cooler in terms of the color 
temperature (just to keep things confusing).

The sunset in the image on the right has a sky of intense blue while the sunset is orange and red.

Why is the sky blue and sunsets orange?
The blue color of the sky is the result of Rayleigh scattering: air molecules (mostly nitrogen and 
oxygen) cause light rays with shorter wavelengths (which appear violet and blue) to be scattered 
more than light rays with longer wavelengths (which appear yellow, orange, and red). During the 
day, when light from the sun is overhead, light rays travels through a relatively small amount of 
atmosphere. 

As the sun sets on the horizon, light rays travel a longer path through the atmosphere and 
therefore are scattered by many more air molecules. Since most of the shorter wavelengths (violet 
and blue) get completely scattered, only the wavelengths of the warmer colors (yellow, orange and 
red) are part of the sunset’s palette. And what about intense red sunsets like those over Los 
Angeles? Droplets of pollutants in the air increase the effect of the scattering, and thus provide for 
even more dramatic subsets.

White balance trick for warmer video
Here’s a trick for warmer images when shooting with a camcorder:  Place a 1/8 CTB gel or 1/4 
CTB gel (see below) over the camera lens, set the white balance, then pull the filter away.  This 
fools the white balance circuitry into thinking there’s more blue in the scene, it will compensate 
for that, and thus whatever you record will appear warmer over all. While it is better to shoot a 
neutral image and color-grade in postproduction, a slight warm look overall can be handy for 
great looking footage straight out of the camera, but don’t overdo it with anything more than a 
1/4 CTB gel, as the best approach is to shoot perfectly exposed and color balanced video and save 
the color grading and color effects for postproduction where you can try things out without the 
problems caused by over-exposing one of the color channels, because once you do, there is no 
information there from which to recover textural image information.

Spectral response of light sources
Natural light has a smooth, continuous curve in terms of the distribution of varying wavelengths 
of visible light. Professional lighting instruments mimc this the best they can. Film emulsions and 
digital camera sensors are tuned for natural light response. Some light sources are better than 
others when accurate color rendition under that lighting is a matter of concern.  Notice on the 
chart to the right that while sunlight and the tungsten (quartz-halogen lights) instruments you’ll 
find in the Media Studio lighting kits and hanging on the grid of the television provide a nice, 
smooth response throughout the visible spectrum, other types of artificial light (e.g. standard 
fluorescent units) have an uneven spectral response. This leads to colors being reproduced 
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differently on video than you might expect, since this depends on both the white balance camera 
of the setting and the spectral response of the lighting being used.

Color Rendering Index 
The Color Rendering Index (CRI) is a 
quantitative measure of the ability of a light 
source to reproduce the colors of objects 
faithfully in comparison with an ideal or 
natural light source, in  other words, the 
smoothness of the spectral response curve. 
When you purchase lamps, you’ll often see a 
CRI number on the box.  Lighting sources 
with CRIs in the 60s and 70s don’t render 
colors accurately, while those with CRIs in 
the 80s are just barely acceptable for color 
reproduction. 

Professional videographers prefer using light 
sources with a CRI of 90 or better, because 
they render colors accurately. Sodium street lighting common in urban areas has a negative CRI. 
Typical fluorescents are between 60 and 80. Typical LEDs are around 80. Specialty fluorescents 
have a CRI of 90, as do quartz-halogen lamps. Some specialty LEDs designed for professional 
lighting have a CRI just over 90, though there is still a lot of debate whether they render colors as 
well as professional quartz-halogen lighting.

Gels and diffusion
We’re often dealing with either cool light sources (daylight) or warm light sources (tungsten). 
This is why we often warm or cool our light sources to match other light sources using gels (a.k.a. 
filters).  

CTB  (Color Temperature Blue)
In order to convert tungsten balanced sources (3,200K) to daylight 
balance (5,500K) we use CTB (Color Temperature Blue) gels to 
filter out the excess orange, thus raising the color temperature of the 
source. CTB gels come in various densities of blue. For example, 
you would would put a piece of full CTB in front of a 
tungsten-balanced light to better match light coming through a 
window (as illustrated above). Clip gels on to the barn doors using 
clothes pins (a.k.a. C-47s).

CTO  (Color Temperature Orange)
In order to covert daylight balanced (5,500K) light sources to 
tungsten balance (3,200K) we use CTO (Color Temperature Orange) 
gels to filter out the excess blue, thus lowering the color temperature. 
The gels come in a variety of densities of blue (see chart). For example, 
you could put a piece of full CTO over a window in order to have it 
match an interior lit with tungsten-balanced sources.
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Other color correcting gels
Most often, the color correction done in video production is along the orange/blue axis, however, 
the other color correction axis you might encounter is the magenta/green axis. A lot of newer 
fluorescent tubes don’t have the “green spike” of older units, 
however, you will often find that some fluorescent units come 
across quite green. Magenta color correcting gels (known as 
minus-green) are available. Green gels are also available, in order to 
match light sources to older fluorescent fixtures. In many cases it is 
easier to provide your own lighting and let fluorescents in the 
background show up whatever color they are.

Diffusion material
Another way to create softer light from an open-face or Fresnel 
unit is to place diffusion material over a light. Diffusion 
material comes in various densities depending on the amount of 
beam spread you want. Opal Frost provides a small amount of 
beam spread. ¼ diffusion provides more, ½ diffusion provides 
even more, and full diffusion (a.k.a. 216) turns any hard light 
(e.g. Arri Fresnel or Lowel Omni) into a much softer source. 
Clip diffusion on to the barn doors using clothes pins (a.k.a. 
C-47s).

Electricity
Do you have enough power available? Try not to blow circuit breakers (or fuses), most household 
circuits are rated at 15 Amps, newer electrical codes requires 20 Amp circuits in kitchens. If the 
location you are shooting in is wired properly, 20 Amp outlets are indicated by the tab as shown 
on the right. In homes, kitchens and bathrooms are a good place to look for 20A electrical 
circuits. You should find out where the breaker box is just in case you pop a breaker (or in really 

old locations, blow a fuse). Never replace a fuse with a larger value 
that the circuit is designated for.  The small Lowel lighting kits 
available from the Media Studio lighting have the advantage of 
working on a single household circuit with plenty of cushion. Use  
this equation to determine power needs:

Watts = Amps x Volts or  Watts / Volts = Amps, where:

Watts (P) = Total Power Output (light & heat output) 

Amps (I) = Rate of Electrical Flow (volume or current)

Volts (E) = Potential Difference (electromotive force)

The standard household voltage in the United States is 120 Volts, but 
should round off Volts to 100 for doing calculations. It is easier to figure out 
and provides you with a 20% safety margin. It also helps to account for some of the power lost 
through extension cords.

For example, let’s say you’re using a 300W Fresnel, a 600W Omni-light, and a 500W Tota-light 
and you want to determine how many Amps you will draw from the circuit it will all be plugged 
into. Add up the Watts, e.g. 300W + 600W + 500W = 1,400W in this example. Now divide the 
power needed (in Watts) by 100. Your three lights will draw 14 Amps from the circuit according 
to your calculations. Thus you are fine plugging them into a 20 Amp household circuit, and 

P
EI
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assuming nothing else is plugged into that circuit, you could even power the kit with a 15 Amp 
circuit.

Keep in mind it can cause serious inconvenience to others to pop a circuit breaker, so always ask 
people where you’re shooting, “is there anything else on this electrical circuit that would not do 
well if the power went out, like a computer?” 

If you ever need more than two 20 Amp household circuits to light a scene, you might consider 
calling in a professional for assistance with your lighting or scaling back your production to work 
within the limits of the lighting kit and location.

Safety
Always follow these important safety tips. There is the danger of electrical shock (any unit 
powered from mains) or burns with Quartz Halogen units if you don’t follow precautions:

• Always be cautious when dealing with electricity

• Incandescent lights get hot, use gloves or pot holders when handling hot lights

• Never handle incandescent lamps with bare hands (oil on lamp may cause them to shatter 
when they get hot)

• If a bulb burns out in an incandescent lighting instrument, please have your teacher or media 
studio staff show you how to change the bulb, don’t do it yourself unless you know the proper 
procedure

• Never operate incandescent open-faced lights without their safety scrim! 

• Make sure cables, lights & outlets are grounded and in good condition    

• Tape down extension cords that cross traffic areas with gaffer tape

• Avoid “clothes lines” (cables that are not lying along the floor)

• Reroute power cables to another circuit of you blow a circuit breaker or fuse

• Keep hot lights away from people

• Always extend the legs of lighting stands out fully, this way they will be more stable.

• Never place heavy lights on lightweight stands.

• Put sandbags on lighting stand legs when using larger lights

• Make sure extension cords are rated for the current you are using, otherwise they may heat up 
excessively, damaging their insulation and creating a safety hazard

• Read manual and safety information provided with by the manufacturer of the lighting 
instruments you are using, many are available online

• Never use an extension cord or lighting instrument that has frayed or damaged cables.
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 Three-point lighting variations

Depending on the relative position of the key and fill light, you can create different looks. Five 
common variations include glamor lighting, loop lighting, Rembrandt lighting, split lighting, and 
profile lighting, they can go by many different names and there are endless variations. 

When lighting a scene or an 
interview, allow time to 
experiment with various key, 
fill, and backlight positions to 
achieve the mood and feel 
you’re after. Note that as you 
progress from glamor to profile 
lighting the face appears 
slimmer and more texture is 
brought out in the face.

Soft lights, like a Rifa or 
Chimera soft boxes, are easier to work with as your key and fill light, 
however, when using the Media Studio lighting kits, you’ll be limited 
in most cases to bouncing the Omni-Light into an umbrella to soften 
the the beam or place diffusion over the unit.  Here’s how to create 
these variations:

Glamor lighting (a.k.a. Hollywood lighting) is characterized by a 
subtle, symmetrical, butterfly-shaped shadow beneath the 
subject’s nose. It flatters people with high cheek bones, however, 
it tends to hollows out cheeks and eye sockets in some people.

Loop lighting is a variation of glamor lighting in which the key 
light is lowered and moved 
farther to the side of the subject 
so that the shadow under the 
nose forms a loop on the shadow 
side of the face.

Rembrandt lighting is 
characterized by a triangular 
shaped highlight on the cheek of 
the shadow-side of the subject’s 
face with the key coming 
practically from the side of the 
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subject.

Split Lighting is when the key light 
illuminates only half of the subject’s 
face, with the effect of narrowing a 
wide nose and when used with a 
weak fill it can hide facial 
imperfections.

Profile Lighting (a.k.a. rim lighting) 
is used for dramatic effect. The back 
of the subject’s head is in shadow 
while the illumination from the key 
and fill lights come from the side.

Terms of enlightenment
You should be able to use these terms when writing and talking about lighting for film/video:

• Aesthetic criteria: Parameters established for evaluating an artistic object.

• Aesthetic response: A viewer’s cognitive and emotional response to an artistic 
object.

• Aesthetics: Activity dealing with the appreciation of the form and style of an 
artistic object and the techniques used to realize the work.

• Blocking: The grouping or arrangement of subjects; the patterns of movement 
in a shot or scene.

• Chiaroscuro: Lighting that emphasizes light/dark contrast (fast falloff, with light 
coming from a specific direction). Has the effect of personalizing and 
emphasizing the subject. Commonly thought of as dramatic lighting.

• Convention: A procedure, technique or device widely observed and accepted 
(break with it when it makes sense for your work)

• Flat lighting: Lighting that deemphasizes light/dark contrast. Lack of shadows 
and little or no fall off (low contrast between the illuminated and shadow sides 
of a subject). Has the effect of depersonalizing or deemphasizing the subject.

• Lighting: The illumination of a shot or scene, described in terms of the source 
of light, quality of light, time of day, mood, as well as the specific requirements 
of what should be lit as well as not lit.

• Motif: A recurrent thematic element in an artistic object.

• Mood: Refers to the emotional tone pervading a shot or scene which fosters in 
the viewer expectations as to the course of events, whether happy, sad, 
disastrous, mysterious, etc.

• Motivation: The reason behind a specific light source or effect, e.g. moonlight 
streaming through a window to set the time of day of a scene.
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• Objective: The motivating goal of a light source or lighting effect, what does it 
accomplish aesthetically, e.g. drawing attention to an important scene element.

• Period: Representative of a particular time, i.e, turn of the century, the future, 
etc.

• Sensory awareness: The heightened employment of the senses, for example, 
lighting can heighten our visual involvement with a video.

• Style: The characteristic way in which an artistic object is lit (or written, acted, 
directed, blocked, edited, shot, etc. for that matter).

• Three point lighting: When backlight is opposite the camera and behind the 
subject and the key and fill lights are typically on opposite sides of the camera 
and to the front and side of the subject. Changing the position of the key light 
has a significant effect on the look and feel of the lighting.

Aesthetic considerations
There are no absolute rules in terms of what’s “good,” and what’s “bad,” lighting, however, 
lighting may be considered “bad” when it:

• creates the wrong ambiance for a scene,

• produces an unintended unflattering effect on the subject,

• distracts the viewer’s attention,

• prevent the viewer from seeing what’s important,

• shows the viewer things that are not important, and

• what else might be considered bad lighting, in your opinion?

Access to lighting equipment
The Media Studio has several LED and incandescent lighting kits available for you to use in class or 
for check-out. There is also a small LED light you can mount on a camera. All equipment taken 
out from the Media Studio must be reserved in advance and returned as stated on the check-out 
form. If you have specialized needs, another option for lighting equipment is to rent a kit from 
one of the local professional video rental houses in town including Rule/Boston Camera, Talamas 
Broadcast, and High Output. 

Learning more
If you want to learn more about lighting, the best thing to do is practice, experiment, review your 
work, ask for feedback, you learn lighting through the process of doing. There is no substitute for 
checking out a lighting kit and experimenting. And to further inform what you’re doing, the 
following books are recommend:

•  Matters of Light and Depth by Ross Lowell, this should be your next step, it provides an 
excellent and entertaining introduction to the art of lighting for photography, video, 
and film,
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• The Filmmaker’s Handbook by Steven Ascher and Edward Pincus, 4th edition, is a timely 
update of a classic handbook for film/video makers that covers a little bit of everything,

• Set Lighting Technician’s Handbook by Harry C. Box goes deep into pro film and video 
lighting gear and is the most complete treatment of the subject you’ll find in a book, and

• DVinfo (http://dvinfo.net) is a wonderful discussion community chock full of video 
production information and advice, a good place to look for solutions to problems and 
advice on what gear to use in what situation.

These online tutorials are recommended:

• Lowel EDU (http://lowel.com/edu/), an excellent collection of online lighting tutorials 
and explanations, albeit vendor-focused.

The following address the aesthetics of lighting:

• The Visual Story: Creating the Visual Structure of Film, TV and Digital Media by Bruce 
Block (2nd Edition, Focal Press, 2007)

• Cinematic Storytelling: The 100 Most Powerful Film Conventions Every Filmmaker Must 
Know by Jennifer Van Sijll (Michael Wiese Productions, 2005)

• The Five C’s of Cinematography: Motion Picture Filming Techniques by Joseph V. 
Mascelli (Silman-James Press, 1998)

• Sight, Sound, Motion: Applied Media Aesthetics by Herbert Zettl (5th ed., Wadsworth 
Publishing, 2007)
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